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A Recent Success

2 0 0 1  C h u r c h i l l  
Fellow Mark Webb 
was appointed Chief 
Executive Officer of 
the Botanic Gardens 

and Parks BGPA on 23 November 
2004. Mr Webb joined the BGPA in 
October 1998 as Director of Living 
Collections. He has experience in 
horticultural research, management 
and business. He is a member of the 
International Society for Horticultural 
Science and sits on a number of local, 
national and international committees 
and boards.
 
Congratulations to Mark on  being 
awarded the Public Service Medal for 
outstanding public service to BGPA on 
Australia Day! 
 
Mark continues to assist with activities 
organised by CFAWA, most recently 
assisting with the planning and 
organisation of the successful National 
Churchill Trust Convention held in 
October.  Simon Faulkner’s drumming 
session in Kings Park was a highlight 
of the Convention weekend, and gave 
an opportunity for interstate visitors to 
appreciate the delights and facilities of 
this Perth landmark.

Mark Webb
Honoured
Mark Webb
Honoured

Recent SuccessRecent Success
TRIBUTE TO MOLLY McGURK 
by 2000 Churchill Fellow soprano Taryn Fiebig
 
I learnt from Molly McGurk on and off for about 5 years. During this 
time I was aware, and at times daunted by the sheer brilliance of this 
musician.  I was in awe of her musicality, her ability to change the 
key of any piece I was singing if she thought is wasn't quite suitable, 
and her patience and care with anything I was attempting.
 
She was a wonderful combination of softness and strength. She had 
a kind and lovely face and I still remember her hands, they, like her 
were, strong, soft and hand working. 
 
She was like your favorite Aunt, welcoming and kindly, and then at 
times she was stern, unforgiving and feisty, she also had a glint in 
her eye, cheeky, I remember on occasion her sneaking a cigarette 
here and there, but always discouraging it.
 
I have very fond and lasting memories of being in her music room, 
and I attribute my early singing success and dedication to becoming 
a better performer, to her.
I am grateful and saddened by the passing of this incredible musical 
light, her presence in WA and the nation for that matter will be 
missed and noted, she established an array of wonderful and diverse 
performers who now grace the stage nationally and internationally 
and all of us have a little bit of Molly within us. 
 
For information Taryn Fiebig has been seen regularly on television 
including, ABC "Spicks and Specks", ABC Arts Nation, ABC Guilty 
Pleasures, ABC Playschool, Channel 10 Ready Steady Cook, and 
has also appeared in the NZ Dancing with the Stars.

She has recorded CD’s and DVD’s for ABC classic, Chandos and 
Cinema Live Australia. Her Films include Neil Armfield’s "The 
Marriage of Figaro", Gale Edwards "La Boheme", Stuart Maunders 
"Mikado" and soon to be released, Goran Jarvefelt "Don Giovanni".

Fiebig has performed with WASO, ASO, QSO, The Australian 
Brandenburg Orchestra, Jakarta Symphony Orchestra (IND), and 
The English Chamber Orchestra (UK).

Well we have started the new year with vigor. There are a number of events planned for the year with “Return 
Fellows Presentation” 13th April a “Cocktail Party” 25th May , “New Churchill Fellows Awards” 7th 
August and finally the “Churchill Birthday Bash” 30th November which will be celebrating the 139th Birthday 
of Sir Winston Churchill. Further details can be found within this newsletter and more will be sent out closer to 
the date. 

The committee is working to make a difference and reason for being a member and we encourage you to 
become a member and support our activities. Tell us what you think, don’t forget to check out the events page 
at the end of the newsletter and see what is in store for the year ahead. We are looking for contributions to the 
newsletter and new website which will soon be released. Stories of your trip, your experiences and the people 
you meet.  Send them to the “The Editor - mdimmick@gmail.com”



Synopsis of Disentanglement Response to 
Entangled Humpback Whale

off Dawesville Cut, West of the Mainland, Western Australia, October 23rd, 2012 

On Tuesday, 23rd October 2012, a call direct from Professional Octopus Fisher, Peter Stanich aboard “Fierce 
Allegiance” to Doug Coughran was received at 08:20am. It was reported that a smaller humpback, thought at the 
time to be a calf was badly entangled in his gear with a larger whale in attendance, suggesting them to be a 
mother/calf, the larger whale did not appear to be entangled but the smaller whale was entangled and anchored. 
Peter was carrying the industry code of practice and followed the procedure to the letter. The gear comprised of a 
200, metre ground (14 mm diameter, long-line), with end haul lines, also 14 mm diameter and 13 octopus pots. It 
appeared from what the crew of “Fierce Allegiance” could see, the entanglement compromised the whale’s tail and 
peduncle joint. The heavy line ran to the seabed and the location was in 23 metres of water depth.

Peter was advised that a response team would be mobilized and the arrival time was realistically no less than 2-3 
hours depending on vessel available and team structure. Peter was asked to stand by and agreed with no 
hesitation.

Response Team
Department of Environment and Conservation, 
Douglas Coughran (Team Leader), John Edwards
Sean Emmett, Vaughn Chapple, Steve Goodlich

Fisheries Department
Rod O’Halloran (Master of the Patrol Vessel 
“Hamelin”), Michael Nicholas, Anna Phillips, 
Stephanie Hughes

Stand-by Vessel
Peter Stanich (Master of Fishing Vessel “Fierce 
Allegiance” LFBF 27 and three Crew. 

The response team arrived on site at 1pm, the whale had dragged the gear 1.86 south west of the initial 
entanglement reported location in 4.5 hours. Travel time to the site from the base port at Fremantle Fisherman’s 
Harbour was 2 hours. The wind was now 15-20 knots from the south west and swell of 1.5-2.0 metres, making the 

operation somewhat difficult. On arrival the DEC 
disentanglement zodiac was launched off the deck of the 
“Hamelin” initially crewed by Doug Coughran, John Edwards 
and Sean Emmett after the routine safety briefing with 
response crew and an operational briefing with the crew of the 
“Fierce Allegiance” from the zodiac. An update from the stand-
by crew on their observations was established.

The initial assessment then begun. The end of the 200 metre 
long-line with two end floats for the hauling line were picked up 
and the response crew worked this line until it was established 
the line went deep to the octopus pots long before getting close 
to the entangled whale. The approach was then made by motor 
and a control line was attached by pole and carabineer 

attachment as close as was possible to the entangled whale’s tail once it was established only the tail and peduncle 
were compromised. This was a difficult process as the whale was 
heavily weighted at the tail and it was straining to get its head to the 
surface to clear the blowholes to breath. It was established that this 
Humpback was not a calf but likely a breeding status female with 
three male suitors in attendance that presented a high degree of 
consideration in managing risk as the operation progressed. 

One whale in particular was quite often close to the entangled 
whale and displayed interesting behaviour but all three were 
observed and watched closely throughout the operation. If at any 
time they displayed heightened aggressive behaviour, the crew 
would need to pull back. Regardless they had to be watched very 
closely to avoid a second whale entangling in the control line. The 
sex confirmed as a male of this persistently close whale. Much 



difficulty was experienced during the entanglement assessment 
phase. Multiple cuts were needed to only leave a few “rat tails” and 
clear all wraps due to the deeply embedded wraps. The only 
reason we managed to succeed with this entanglement came 
down to a modified stronger, 911 blade kindly modified in long 
standing efforts to ever improve cutting ability by Jim Steele. This 
was one of the most difficult disentanglements experienced and if it 
was not for the efforts of Jim this may well have been unsuccessful.

Due to the whale continually diving away from cutting efforts, the 
control line was buoyed up with five, A5 buoys to pin it to the 
surface. The closest we could keep it near the surface was only 2-3 
metres just close enough for cutting success. The crew rotation 
was needed and control line had to be re-attached when one of the 
cuts changed the wrap dynamics and the control line came away. 
The whale never allowed us to get close enough to use the 
carabineer. Control was once again established by lowering a 
grapple down deep to the anchoring line with the zodiac placed directly above the whale when the whale took a 
deep avoidance dive. The grapple successfully re-established the control line and we went back to pinning the 
whale once again near the surface. Sean was rotated with Vaughn and all crew experienced a heavy physical 
demand on their efforts. We used a pony bottle and regulator adapted to work from the bow allowing the bow cutter 
to keep head submersed for longer than usual. The cutting and pinning process took 3.5 hours and all crew were 
more than elated when the final cut that was anchoring the whale, finally freed the remaining wrap at 4:30pm.

NOTE: The second whale to the right and forward of the buoys.

NOTE: Aggressive “S” posture of the one of the other three whales, left. This was a very challenging operation and 
we once again learnt much from a number of aspects. The Large Whale Disentanglement Response Team from 
DEC sincerely thanks our Fisheries colleagues who provided professional support and got us all home safely, 
Peter Stanich and his crew of the “Fierce Allegiance” LFBF 27 and a special thanks to Jim Steele for his valuable 
skill in modifying our 911 cutting head, because at the end of the day it was down to that knife edge and reliability 
that made the release achievable.

To all those in support from afar, you are sincerely thanked and appreciated. Stay safe

Douglas Coughran AM - Senior Wildlife Officer, Marine Wildlife Operations
Department of Environment and Conservation, Nature Protection Branch, Western Australia
Douglas.Coughran@dec.wa.gov.au

Entanglements of baleen whales off the coast of Western Australia between 1982 
and 2010: patterns of occurrence, outcomes and management responses
C. J. GROOM1 and D. K. COUGHRAN2

Baleen whale population sizes have increased in Western Australian waters since the cessation of 
commercial whaling activities. This has been followed by a coincident increase in the number of 
reported entanglements of baleen whales in fishing gear. During their annual migration, whales pass 
through Western Australian waters used by commercial fisheries targeting rock lobster, octopus and 
shark as well as aquaculture industries producing abalone, pearls and mussels. We reviewed the 63 
baleen whale entanglement records in the Western Australian Cetacean Strandings Database (1982-
2010). Of the four baleen whale species observed entangled in fishing gear in Western Australian
waters, the Humpback Whale Megaptera novaeangliae accounted for 56 (89%) entanglements, 
followed by the Southern Right Whale Eubalaena australis, five (8%) entanglements, and one record 
each for both the Bryde’s Balaenoptera edeni and Minke Whale Balaenoptera acutorostrata. Almost 
half of entanglements occurred in rock lobster fishing gear (n = 31; 49%). There is an upward trend in 
the number of entanglements reported since 1990 in rock lobster fishing gear despite fishing effort 
reducing over the same period of time. This can, at least partly, be attributed to the increase
in humpback whale population size. Fisheries and conservation agencies have responded by 
developing cooperative relationships and protocols that reduce entanglement risk and improve 
outcomes when entanglement does occur.



Perth Concert Hall Celebrated 40th Birthday
Many of you may be aware that the Perth Concert Hall celebrated its 40th birthday recently.  The history of this 
Perth landmark is inextricably linked to 1971 Churchill Fellow Jack Harrison.
 
Jack, who whimsically refers to himself as an “oldmuzo” has been a fixture in Perth’s music scene for decades.  
He is primarily remembered as a former clarinettist with the WA Symphony Orchestra who played at the 
Concert Hall for an outstanding 20 years before retiring in 1993.  He was literally in on the ground floor, as he 
watched the building emerge from the rubble of a construction site in 1973, and claims he knows every nook 
and cranny through his long involvement with the orchestra.
 
Jack was recently pictured in The West Australian as part of the 40th anniversary celebrations of the Perth 
Concert Hall.

What the Churchill Fellowship Meant
Michael Zekulich, 1977 Fellow visiting the Middle East

A colleague in The West Australian Newspaper’s Parliament 
House newsroom picked up the ringing phone. ‘For you Zek,’ he 
called out using my family nickname. It was our eldest son Wayne 
who said: ‘Its a telegram.’ My heart sank. Telegram? That usually 
means bad news. But my son’s excited babble turned me from 
concern to celebration. ‘Congratulations,” he read. ‘You have 
been awarded a Churchill Fellowship.’

The year was 1977 and it was to be a turning point in my 
journalistic career. The trip enabled me to be the first WA 
journalist to travel aboard a live sheep carrier – for the magic of 
an exclusive byline story with others to follow from my odyssey 
through a mix of countries.The series won the coveted WA 
University Arthur Lovekin prize for journalism in that year. 
Personally, it made an enormous difference to my confidence 
knowing I could compete in a very difficult and challenging 

reporting environment. The award proved to be the launching pad for many other major work assignments and 
promotions that took me throughout Australia and to many countries around the world.

Fellow with a Furnace
 
Readers of the Fremantle Herald will have seen 
2011 Churchill Fellow Brad Jackson on the front 
page of the newspaper back in October, under 
the banner ‘Fellow with a Furnace’.  It talks about 
his work with an archaic 100 kilo anvil and the 
1400 degree furnace he works with.  And to think 
we complain about the heat!
 
Brad, who works from his O’Connor premises, is 
one of only three blacksmiths in WA.  He travelled 
to the UK and USA to learn more about his craft, 
and has been much in demand since his return. 

His restoration on the Fremantle Prison gates was featured 
on the Convention weekend, and he now has a long list of 
commissions on projects such as  ornate door screens, 
elaborate balustrades and artistic works of art.  Brad 
generously donated one of these at last year’s CFAWA 
Annual Dinner as a raffle prize. 
 
Brad Jackson is a name to remember as he ‘forges’ ahead, 
and we wish him & Kate all the best with the imminent 
arrival of their second child.



REPORT ON THE 6TH NATIONAL CHURCHILL FELLOWS CONVENTION
PERTH 

 OCTOBER 19-21, 2012

It was a pleasure for the Churchill Fellows Association of Western Australia to host local and interstate 
Churchill Fellows to the Convention this year.  Luckily Perth turned on beautiful weather – sunny and mild 
throughout the three days.  From the feedback we received everyone had a fabulous time.

The Official Opening Reception was held in the Ballroom of Government House, with our Patron, the Governor of 
WA, Malcolm McCusker and his wife hosting the welcoming event.  The Chair of the Board of the Churchill Trust, 
Justice Margaret White, gave a wonderful address (you can access this on the Trust’s website).   Mr Brad Jackson, 
(Fellow 2011) a heritage iron conservator talked about his work and research, and whose Fellowship Report is an 
amazing work of art.   Wendy Lugg (Fellow 1997) provided a stunning display of her textile art in the Ballroom.

During the course 
of the three day 
event we featured 
s o m e  o f  o u r  
o u t s t a n d i n g  
fellows, chosen 
both for the themes 
of their research 
and for the iconic 
places Perth has to 
offer. 

T h e  S a t u r d a y  
began with a trip to 
historic Fremantle 
t o  v i s i t  t h e  
S h i p w r e c k  
Museum with its 
amazing Batavia 
wreck.  We were 
h o s t e d  b y  D r  
Jeremy Green,  
(Fellow 1983), an 
i n t e r n a t i o n a l l y  
highly regarded 
m a r i t i m e  

archaeologist.   The Batavia wreck on the Abolhos Islands west of Geraldton saw what has been aptly described 
as “mutiny, murder and mayhem” amongst the survivors, and has been the subject of books and an Austrailan 
opera.

We had a brief visit to Fremantle Prison to see the heritage restoration work on the Wray Gates by Brad Jackson.  
Fremantle Prison had a notorious reputation for the harsh conditions of its inmates.

Then we were off to St John’s Church in Fremantle 
for a fabulous musical concert by five of our fellows – 
Dominic Perissinotto ( Fellow 1991)on pipe organ, 
David Dockery ( Fellow 1993) baritone, Anna 
Sleptsover ( Fellow 2001) on piano, Andrew Tait ( 
Fellow 2006) on violone, and Matthew Styles ( 
Fellow2003) on saxophone  It was a wonderful 
concert and a fitting end to our morning in Fremantle.

With a picnic lunch on board buses we ventured north 
to Hillarys Boat Harbour, being hosted at the 
Naturaliste Marine Discovery Centre by marine related 
Fellows.  Dr Nick Caputi ( Fellow1989) talked about 
the unique nature and current issues of the WA 
Fisheries industries, followed by Simon  de Lestang 
(Fellow 2009) talking about his work with Western 



Rock Lobsters, a significant export industry, then Anthony Hart 
(Fellow 2011) who spoke about his work on molluscs, 
particularly abalone.  This was followed by Doug Coughran 
(Fellow 2004) whose Fellowship on the rescue of whales from 
fishing netting has resulted in a demand for him to provide 
training programs in this area overseas.  He has been made an 
Order of Australia for his outstanding work.

The Convention Dinner was held at the Art Gallery of WA which 
featured an exhibition from the Museum of Modern Art, New 

York.  Many of our delegates took advantage of this assisted by Gallery Guide.  The 
floral arrangements on the tables for the Dinner were in Campbell’s Soup Cans, the 
focus of an Andy Warhol painting in the exhibition.   Two Fellows were featured on the 
night.  Floeur Adler (Fellow 2011) performed an amazing and difficult dance using the 
spiral staircase in the foyer.  This dance was a 
homage to both her parents and other dance 
teachers, titled “In their footsteps”.   Estelle 
Blackburn (Fellow1999) spoke about her 
investigative work which resulted in the release 
of a wrongly imprisoned person.  She 
continues to work tirelessly for 
wrongfully imprisoned people.   
We all enjoyed the wine made 
by Don Cochrane (Fellow 1999) 
w h o s e  F e l l o w s h i p  o n  
diversifying farms into new 

areas resulted in him establishing a vineyard on his farm.

The last day of the Convention was held in the iconic Kings 
Park – the weather was perfect and four fellows were featured.  
It began with an invigorating drumming workshop by Simon 
Faulkner (Fellow 2005) who explained the use of his workshops 
with troubled people, mainly youth.   Jeremy Green (Fellow 
2008) explained the importance of his Fellowship to his work at 
Kings Park, followed by a talk at the 700 year old Boab tree 
whose journey from the Kimberley region in the north, was an amazing logistical feat.  Dr Neville Marchant 
(Fellow1985), former Director of the State’s Herbarium, took people on a wildflower tour through the Botanic 
Gardens of Kings Park.  Lyn Williamson (Fellow 2003) talked about the need for targeted programs for young 
people in cultural venues and led a tour to the new and prize winning Naturescape in the park which allows young 
people to explore nature in a safe and stimulating area.



My thanks go to the extremely hard working committee who helped make the Convention a success for all, and in 
particular, all our Fellows who shared their work and experiences in such an enthusiastic and professional way for 
the delegates.  Thanks, too, to the delegates who came and joined in the events.  

We are most grateful for the support of the Winston Churchill Memorial Trust which was highly significant and 
allowed us to provide interesting and diverse experiences at the Convention.   

Lyn Williamson
President
CFAWA



Dear Lyn,
Thank you very much for the generous hospitality 
of the WA Fellows. It was a privilege to be with you 
for the weekend. Notwithstanding the longish 
journey I returned to Brisbane refreshed and even 
more convinced of the
tremendous contribution that Churchill Fellows 
make to our community.

I am sorry not to have attended King's Park on 
Sunday but I was a little tight for time. If it were as 
good as Saturday I have missed something 
special!

Please convey my thanks to your committee. The 
arrangements were smooth as silk!

I hope your health improves with the warmer 
weather (and the reduction in stress!).

Best regards,

Margaret
Justice Margaret White

Lyn,
 
I’ve had wonderful feedback about yesterday’s 
Convention events – and lovely affirmations about 
all of you in respect of every part of the Convention.  
You achieved a weekend of very special events 
which not only gave pleasure to those who were 
involved and showcased parts of Perth and 
Fremantle, but most importantly provided 
opportunities for some of WA’s Fellows to perform 
brilliantly reinforcing the unique nature of Fellowship 
recipients and their very notable achievements.
 
I just wanted to acknowledge your efforts and those 
of your committee, and to congratulate you all for a 
job so well done.
 
Paul tells me you and others will be writing pieces 
for the Annual Report and I look forward to reading 
those.
 
Warm wishes,
 
Jane Brazier

Letters to President CFAWA

Your
Churchill
Fellows’
Association

Calling for you to get
involved and

support the association
to support YOU!

Your
Churchill
Fellows’
Association

Calling for you to get
involved and

support the association
to support YOU!



PRESIDENT'S REPORT
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING

OCTOBER 29, 2012

This year has been both challenging and rewarding 
for me, with the unexpected change of leadership at 
the AGM last year.  The task of hosting the 6th 
National Convention of Churchill Fellows in 2012 
loomed ahead and we knew we were in for a very 
busy year.  Our major task was to take the planning 
for the Convention from the solid foundation that 
Helen Bolton developed into a reality.

In July we welcomed a new group of Fellows, and 
once again, the themes of their Fellowships were 
inspiring.  From investigating of Natural Resource 
Arbitration, to the use of hair dresser salons to bring 
together community members, NGOs, Government, 
health agencies and intercultural innovators, to snake 
management and handling techniques, to the use of 
surplus water at mine sites, to the strategies and treatments of hand injuries, to the study of vibraphone 
performance and techniques in the areas of jazz, new music and ensemble playing to name but a few.  
Gaining twelve Fellowships, five of which are sponsored, is really a testament to the strength of the Western 
Australian applications competing with others on a national basis.  

Our Association provides new Fellows each year with some advice and assistance for their travels and this 
year Kanthi Perera, our Secretary, took the lead in organising this year's Annual Churchill Chat.  Veronica Lake 
and Louise Cato, recently returned from their Fellowships, shared their experiences with the group, while 
Kanthi collated relevant documentation to get them started.  

Our Treasurer, Kati Kraszlan, organised a backlog of auditing of our accounts and provided financial feedback 
to the Committee.

Once again we had our Annual Dinner at City West Receptions, and approximately 100 people attended.  We 
have a really good relationship with them and they are always most helpful and accommodating.  
Approximately $3,000 was raised through the raffle and auction on the night.  These funds go towards the 
running of the Association, but in particular, sponsoring a new Fellowship every two years or so.  We are also 
grateful to one of our Fellows, Don Cochrane, who supplied his wine at cost for both the Dinner and the 
Convention.

For the most part, the year was devoted to planning for the Convention.  It was somewhat disappointing that a 
only relatively small team of Fellows were left to take on this considerable task.  

In hosting this event we were supported by the Winston Churchill Trust which provided a grant of $20,000, and 
in addition, they paid for the services of Christine Glenister, who has a close relationship to the Trust in WA, to 
publicise the event and was responsible for newspaper articles about our presenting Fellows.

Keren McCullagh took on the onerous tasks of both Convention Secretary and Registrar, and at the same time 
organised catering for the Government House Official Reception, the Dinner and the bus trip, a tour of the ABC 
Studios and the viewing of a major exhibition at the Art Gallery of WA. 

Anne McCrudden, returning from her well-deserved overseas trip, took on both the Convention Treasurer's 
role and the development of Convention information on our website.  It was a huge task which she did very 
well.

Kanthi Perera helped organise the catering of morning teas, while Julie McMorrow did an excellent job in the 
designing the Convention Program and sourcing Convention bags.  Jan Kornweibel and Lyn Tinsley, “the Bag 
Ladies”, collated all sorts of resource materials including maps, brochures and Churchill Trust materials into 
the bags.  We appreciate the time and care they took with this task.  

Marc Dimmick, our Vice President, returned from his Fellowship during the year and was plunged into activity 
designing wine labels for both the Annual Dinner and the Convention, helping organise the database of the 



Association, designing the layout and printing of the Association's new greetings card, painted by one of our 
Fellows, Ellen Hickman, and many other tasks.  

Mike Coe, whose work for the most part of the year was in regional WA, ably took on any task that came his 
way.
  
We are also most grateful to those outstanding Fellows who addressed the delegates, showing the amazing 
diversity and talent we have here in the West.  Other Fellows assisted in many ways during the Convention.
We have had excellent feedback from the Chair of the Board of the Winston Churchill Trust, the CEO of the 
Trust, Paul Tys, and of our own Regional Chair of the Trust, Jane Brazier, so we can all feel rightly proud of our 
efforts.

I am extremely grateful to the Convention Committee for their dedicated and significant contribution and we 
are confident we impressed the delegates.
The year ahead presents challenges to involve more Fellows in our activities.  We will be mounting a number 
of social opportunities throughout 2013 for our Fellows, together with the Annual Dinner and Churchill Chat. 

In conclusion, a big thank you to those who worked so hard this year and I look forward to working with the 
Committee to make 2013 a year of activities and expanded Fellowship.

President’s Report Continues...

Introducing the 2012 Fellows

2012-13 CFAWA Committee

Mr Kanaga Dharmananda - PERTH 
To facilitate the establishment of a centre for natural 
resources arbitration in Australia - France, Switzerland, 
UK, USA 

Ms Tanya Dupagne - WELLARD 
The WA Department for Child Protection Churchill 
Fellowship to research programs aimed at stopping the 
generational cycle of domestic violence - USA 

Ms Kate Fielding - KALGOORLIE 
To explore hair salons as sites of contact between 
community members, NGOs, Government, health 
agencies and intercultural innovators - Japan, USA, 
Canada, South Africa 

Dr Alan Kop - INGLEWOOD 
The Mr and Mrs Gerald Frank New Churchill Fellowship to 
establish a tissue engineering service at Royal Perth 
Hospital to treat patients throughout Western Australia and 
Australia - Singapore, UK, Netherlands, Belgium, 
Germany, Austria, Italy 

Ms Dena Lawrence - WEMBLEY DOWNS 
To investigate the use of art therapy for Post Traumatic 
Stress Disorder in hospitals, clinics and centres - USA, 
Israel 

Mr David Manning - DUNCRAIG 
To investigate snake management techniques, tools, first 
aid and educational programs - South Africa, USA 

Mr Simon Mathwin - SWANBOURNE 
To study methods for optimising the use of surplus water from 
mine dewatering in the Pilbara - USA, Saudi Arabia 

Mr Callum Moncrieff - MOUNT HAWTHORN 
To study vibraphone performance and techniques in the areas 
of jazz, new music and ensemble playing - Austria, France, 
Luxembourg, UK, USA 

Ms Katherine Rundus - WEST PERTH 
The Mr and Mrs Gerald Frank New Churchill Fellowship to 
investigate new strategies and innovative treatment for 
patients with hand injuries - UK, Sweden, USA 

Dr Kelly Shepherd - DIANELLA 
The Australian Biological Resources Study Churchill 
Fellowship to investigate species diversity among fan flowers 
and other unique Australian plants - USA, UK, Austria, 
Sweden

Ms Elisabeth Turner - GERALDTON 
The Vincent Fairfax Ethics in Leadership Foundation Churchill 
Fellowship to visit Microsoft Worldwide schools to investigate 
innovative leadership, ICT and global learning - Korean 
Republic, Singapore, Malaysia 

Ms Sally Willmott - GUILDFORD 
To investigate models of medical respite care for homeless 
people – USA

President: Lyn Williams - 2003 Fellow - Vice President: Marc Dimmick - 2011 Fellow
Secretary: Keren McCullahg - Honoury Life Member - Treasurer: Anne McCrudden - 1998 Fellow

Committee Members
Mike Coe - 2008 Fellow, Flour Alder - 2011 Fellow, Michelle Brown - 2011 Fellow, 
Margaret Owens - 2002 Fellow, Theresa Williams - 2011 Fellow, Bradley Jackson - 2011 Fellow



Mark your calendar for these events

Return Fellows Afternoon Tea
Saturday 13th April (3-5pm)

This is the event to congratulate the latest fellows who have completed 
their trip, written and submitted their report. There will be an afternoon at 
the boardroom in Kings Park. Details will be following closer to the date. 
This years event will have 4 (four) presentations. Each return fellow will give a 3-5 min presentation on their 
trip and achievements.

Bowls, Wine and Cheese
Saturday 25th May (4:30-7:30pm)

This event is for a bit of fun and get together. Over a game of Bowls, some wine and 
Cheese we can get together. Enjoy a great game of Bowls or just enjoy the company 
and catch up with other fellows. Food provided and a free drink on arrival. Then enjoy.

Awards Night 2013 New Fellows
Wednesday 7th August (7:00 for 7:30-10:30pm)

This is one of the main events of the year. This is the welcome to the new fellows that 
have joined our ranks. After receiving their awards at Government house they will head 
to City West for a sit down dinner as well as our Annual General Meeting. This will only 
be a short meeting followed be the evenings festivities. There will be our usual auction and the presentation by 
a guest speaker and the new fellows presenting themselves and what they are hoping to do and achieve. 

Churchill Birthday Bash
Saturday 30th November (7:00 for 7:30-11:00pm)

The main reason we are in existence is in memory of Sir Winston Church. So this year we will be celebrating 
his 139th Birthday. Come and join us for some rollicking good fun. 3 course sit down dinner, entertainment and 
all the fun of a Birthday Bash in Memory of Sir Winston Churchill.

EVENTS
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Churchill
Fellows’
Association
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involved and

support the association
to support YOU!


